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,
This paper contains a description of the method of measuring ~
. .
moments of inertia of full scale airnlanes as practiced by
National Advisory
Memorial Aeronautical
%
new, is published for
Committee for Aeronautics at the Langley
Laboratory. The method, while nOt at all _
the info-tion and ~idance of others who
. may desire to make similar measurements. The paper includes aq
.
an appendix the computations for the moments of inertia of the
O-2 airplane.
,
Introduction
In the stidy of spinnizzgflight, particularly ucontrol~ble .
sptis, it has become increasingly evident that a knowledgo of the
- precessional forces due to mass distribution of the airP~e iS -.
very neceesarv. At present there is a conspicuous lack of infor-
matl.onon the mass distribution of contemporary airplanes. With- .
a view to obtaining authoritative data on this the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has established the practice
l
of measuring the moments of inertia of all airplanes that pass
a
through any flight tests at t~e laboratory. It is impossible .
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at Langley Field to do moro than meke a start on this collection
of importnnt information and it is hoped that this paper will . .
stimulate %t~e*ma’kingof sipilar measuraents by others.
Method
The.three reference wxe~ of the airplane nrc the usual dntum
axes about which the moments of inertia ~re desired. In the fol-
lowing the axis through the c.g. of the airplane parallel to the
thrust axis is taken as the main refermce axis, XX. The othor
two reference axes, 17 and ZZ, are mutually perpendicular to
* the XX axis as shown in Fi~re 1.
. The method emDloyed ronsists essentially of swinging the
airplane as a compound pendulum about an axis parallel to the
axis for which the moment of inertia is desired. From the period
and length of the pendulum, the radius af ~ration i~ computed.
From this, lmowing the na~s of the airplane, the moment o< iner-
tia can be determined. Because of the clifficulty of suspending ~
an airplane from ,anaxis parallel to the ZZ axis, *he moment
of inertia about this axis is found by swifigimgthe airplane as
. .
a torsiond pendulum.
Deterrwt~ on of Cater of Gravtty Locatiou: .-
The first requiranent is to locate the c“enter of gravity of
l
the airplane. In all ~ses the airplane is assumed tc be 6ym-
p
met~ioal ahuu~ the XZ nlane and the lateral position of the c.g.
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is taken as the mid-span of tho airplane. The longitudir.1 a~d ..
.
vertical locations
either by weighing
of the e.g. may be determined most easily
the aiiplane at two points of the longitudi-
nal axis (usually at wheels and tail skid) at tmo different irI_
clinations of the longitudinal axis or by the “plumb line” met~
od. The former is the usual method employed on landplanes and
is of so common application that it needs no further comment.
The latter is of particular value with seaplames when the p-
toons or hull make the airplane difficult to support for weigh-
ing. It is accomplished by suspending the airplane from an
axis parallel to the YY axis. In this position a plumb line
l
is dropped from the axis of support and marked on the side of
*
. the fuselage. With th~ same suspension the inclination of the
longitudinal
line dropp@
the fuselage
the e.g. It
axis of the airplane is cha~ged md a second plwmb
and marked. The intersection.of the two lines on
locates the lon.qitudinaland vertical positions of
was found that the plumb line could be e@~lished
most
the
some
conveniently by means of a transit set up perpendicular to
XZ plane in the vertical plane of the supporting axis at
distance from the airplane.
Determination of Iq:
To determine the radius of gyration about the XX axis, the
airplane is suspetied frcunan axis parallel to the XX axis of9
the airplane (Figure 2). The airpl~e is given an initial oscil-
*
lation in roll and the period of oscillation is measured by ob-
. .
.l
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serving the time required for the
oscillations, -preferablynot less
1
4
airplane to wake a number of
than 25. The length of the
pendulum is determined by measuring the distance from the support-
ing axis to the e.g. of the airplane. KnowLng the period and pen-
dulum length, the ra~ius bf”.~ration is obtained by the formula:
(1) -
where g = acceleration of gravity = 3&2 ft./sec.a
h= pendulum length in feet
.
n = nnnber of complete osolllations per mimte
K= radius of gyration in feet.
l
Simplified equation (i) becomes
(2)
The moment of inertia is given by t~e formtia:
I :.}:K2 (~)
-.
where M+= mass of,airplane in slugsd %
z ~~,i~
K= radius
I =:moment
Determination of Ivy:
of gyration in feet
of inertia in slug~ (feet)2
To determine the radius of gyration about the n axis, the
airplane is suspended from an axis parallel to the W axis of
the airplane (Figs. 3, 4 and 5, The particular type of suspen- .
sion illl.mtratedis not necessary but is advisable since it
sesves for the Izz determination without change)l The W’o-
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cedure is identical l,ti.the Ixx determination except that the
airolane is oscillated in pitch. The above formulas are used.
Determina,tiw.ef Izz:
As was pre~iously mentioned, i% ic not practicable to suspend
the airplane as a“cmnpound pendulum about ar.axi~ pa~llel to the
ZZ axis, so this moment of inertia is determined by swinging the ,
airplane as a torsional pendulum about the Zz axis. The suspe- ._
l
~ion used in the same as that e~ployed for the determination of
IY7 P.ndis shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. In this case the air-
plane is givm an initial o~cillation in yaw and as before the
. period is determined by observing the time required to make a num-
ber of oanplete oscillations. With this suspension two distances.
must be measured, the lateral displacement~ of the supporting
cables .frm the e.g. (a of Fig. E)’which must be equal, and the
.
distance fran the axis of support to the point of attachment,
length of the bifilar (.? cf Fi~. 5). Knowing these distances
and the period, the radiusof gyration is found from the formula:
vrhere
~
= acceleration of gravity = 32.2 ft./sec.2
#
t = distance from axis of support to point of
attachment in feet (length,of bifilar)
.
a.= latmal distance from e.g. to supporting
cable in feet.
n= number of complete oscillations per mimte.
K= radius of gyration in feet
.N.A.C.A. Technical Note No. 265 6
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As before, the moment of inertia is given by the formula:
.-
1 = MKa
~1 I&-tg. of Iner& :
For usual purposes it is sufficient to know the moments of
inertia about the reference axes of the airplane. However, for
some purposes, it is necessary to know the principal moments of
inertia,.or more particularly, the location of
pal inertia axes with respect to the reference
determined by finding the ellipsoid of inertia
the three princi-
axes. These are
of the airplane,
whose three major axes are the principal inertia.axes of the aiw
.
plane. The moments of inertia about these axes are the principal
.
moments of inertia of the airplane. In order to find the ellip-
soid of tieftia it is necessary to me~sure the moment of inertia
about some other axis +m the XZ plane in addition to Ixx and “
IZz and to know the direction of this axiq with respect to the
XX or ZZ axis. The rccmentof inertia is measured in a similar
manner to 1= and the direction determined by measuring the in-
clination of the XX axis with the horizontal. In the following,
this fourth .momentof inert% WiIl he called 1X2 and the princi-
pal axes till be called XIX!, yiyl, and Z~Z1.
The general equation for ellipsoid of inertia is
Aco@ct+Bco.s2p+ OCO~Y -2D cosa C06B -
(1)
2 E cos a COSY
-2F Cosp cof3Y = 1~
..
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where a~P2Y are the angles that the axis about which the mment
of ineztia is Ia~Y makes with the reference axes XX, YY, and
Zz. A, B, and C are IXx, Im~, and Izz, respectively.
D, Z, and F are products of i!uertiacorresponding to the refer-
ence axes.
Sinoe the ci~lane i~ symmetrical with respect to the -XZ
plane, it ts knom at once that the YY reference axis is one of
the principal axes (Y’y’) and that the other two principal axes
are h the Xz piano. Equation (1) then raiuccs”to
.
have-been yrevi~usly determined= These are substituted in Equa-
.-
tion (2) mhioh ip solved for E.
Knowing E, the direction of one of The principal axes may
be fofindfrom the fotiula
tan 20 = *
u- )“
where @ is the angle that the principal X1X!, axis makes
wit% the YX ui~. ,“
+
the
The direction of the remaining principal axis EIZI, is $3
9(30.
The nrincipal moment~ of inertia are fcund by substituting
directions of the urincipdl aXeR into equation (2).
Fipne 5 is e ~rawing of the pllipsoid of inertia of the
w
,
.
.
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0-2 airplane. The computations for establishing this ellipsoid
are in the attached appendix.o
. Discussicm .
There are a number of points in connection with the actual
swinging of the airplane that require considerable attention in
order to obtain accurate tits. It is obvious that the distances
hjl, and a ‘must be measured very accurately and it has been
found advisable to
ments to establish
that the weight of
.
small as possibl”e.
make at least two independent sets of measure-
each distance,= ~t is also fairly obvious
the suspension apparatus should be kept as
Where suspension hooks are already on the
. airplane, as in the case illustrated, the weight can be kept
small and no correction is necessary. However, in many cases it
is necessary to use a sling around the airplane for attachment
.
purposes, in which case it nay be necessary to correct the mo-
ments of inertia for the additional inertia of the sling and
suspensiti. This ia accomplished most easily by swinging some-
other body of known moment of inertia h the same sling used
for the airplane.
7
7
The pivots .ffect the accuracy of the measurements consid- ‘
.
erably and a knife–edge pivot or ball bearings is rec&m_ended.
The mounting for the pivots, the superstructure, should be rigid
. enough to prevent movement when the airplahe is oscillated.
The oscillations of the airplane should be of smali magni-l
tude to elti.inateas much as possible the dsmping effects of the
??.A.C.A.Technical Note Ho. 265 - 9
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airplane. Experience indicates that when the amplitude of os-
cillation ia less than 10° the &mping can be disregarded. In
some instances a secondary oscillation of the airplane is in- .
duced by the original oscillation and it ~H found t~t the m- _
ments of inertia measured in theso instances were erroneous.
These secondary oscillations were eliminated by exercising due
care izzstarting the original oscillation or, where they still
persisted, by changing the length of the suspension slightly.
It is obvious that for an’acou=te determination of e.g.
location the angular displacement between the two positions of
the XX axis sh.ouldbe as large as pOs6ible. Also, when prti-
.
cipal moments of inertia are desired, the axis for measuring
.
I should be inclined as nearly to 45° frcm the xx Sxis asXz
is possible.
.*
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Appendix
Cmq@ations - Moments of Inertia of O-2 Airplane
Ixx Ember of oscillations = 100
7= 4,
~~a
Time = 7.532 min.
n = 13.276W
h = 14.22 ft.
Weight = 4676.00 lb.
,.
l ’
M=~= w.
- ‘J 145.217 t31Ug13=‘
g .32”92 ...=.....
.:
. .
b
Kx =
1 “m ““a
(14.22)=
(13;276)2 -
= 5.916 ft.
I = MK2 = 145.217 x
[
=41) X 14.22._
xx 1(14.22)a(13.276)a .
= 5081.2 SIU$S (feet)a &.
‘YY Number of oscillations = 175
Time = 13.128 min.
n = 13.330
,:, ,..,. ..........
h = 14.22 ft.
I
1
- (14.22)2 = 5.751 ft.
x
[
294 X 142 2“ 1-(14.22)a(13.330P=YY = ti= = 145.217
.
=. 4802.7 slugs (feet)2
. .
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Izz Humber of oscillations = 125
.“ Time =
J
9.624 min.
yv
~3
s’
n = 12.988 “
1 ~, 5.0625 ft.
84
= 30 X 4.0209
f ‘z - ‘x 12”988 m=” 794=””
. y/“. MK2 = [( )30 x 4.0209 a!1 .Izz= 145.217 X ‘1-rXllJ2.9e8Y
./
= 8072.4.slugs (feet)2 ~
“1x& l L /“
1X2’ Tail down ,,7.750
.
i!um-oerof Oficillations = 100
7.@3 min. .
b
Time =
n = 13.170
h = 14.336 ft.
Kxz = I’gm“ 3(13:17); 36- (14.335)”= 6.122 ft.
.
IXz = ma = 145.217 x
[= , .1:3:1;;33=-(14.336)2
= 5442.4 slugs (feet)a - -
.
.
ll
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-on of EJlipsoid of Inertia
A cos~a+ B cosa~ + C cosay - 2 E cosa Cosy = Ixz
A = Ixx = 5081.2
B =
‘YY = 4802.7
c Izz= = 8072.4
Ix~ = 544-2.4
a= 7.750 COB a = ,99085
.
p =.goo Cosp=o
\
Y = 90° - 7.750”= 82.25° COS Y = .13485
Subst. ,.
5091.2 x (.99085)a I-4802.7 x O + 8072.4 x (.l&485)a
-2Ex
-23=
-2E=
E=
.99085 x .13485 = 5442.4
42 399 - 49f@.. 793
+ %S7.2
- 1148.3
Then the equation is:
12
.
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Direction of PrQ@pl AXa
Prin@@l lblll~tsof Inertia
I
l xlxl
——
Izrzl
= 8072.~’-
2297 2
5681.2
=_
.7697
20= - 37.524°
@ =- 18.762° A ..
13
$= 900 - 18.762° /
-..
= 71.238°
- ‘lb
a=
lXIX!“=A cos~a + C COS27 +’2297.2
18.762°; cosa
Qoo ; Cosp
71.238°; COSy
Cosa Cosv
l
=
.9468
= 0.’
= .3217 -
x .9468 .
X .3217
= !5081.2(.9468)= + 8072.4 (.3217)= + 2297.2
= 4&90.7 slugs (feet)a
s
a= 71.238°; oosa= .3217 .
P = 900 ; Cosp = o
Y = 18.672°; C08~= .9468
Izlzl = 5081.2 (,3217)a + 8072.4 (.9468)2 + 2297.2 X .3217
IYIYI
l
Iytyl = lyy = (feet)a
.—
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Fig.6 Ellipsoid of inertia for 3-2 airplane.
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